
StatSeal® is intended for use under the care of a healthcare 
professional for the temporary external control of bleeding 
from sheath and catheter removals.

Each application includes one (1) bottle of StatSeal Advanced 
Topical Powder, one (1) powder containment device (PCD), 
one (1) PCD foam insert and one (1) product description label. 

Instructions for Use
1. Open sterile packaging and remove contents.  Remove 

paper backing from PCD to expose adhesive. 
2. Center PCD around access site with adhesive side down.
3. Fill PCD to brim with powder; do not overfill*. Place 

PCD foam insert over powder to cover.
4. Pull sheath slowly while applying pressure directly over 

puncture site.  
5. Hold continuous, semi-occlusive pressure over 

puncture site for ≥ 5 minutes. Extend hold times as 
necessary for larger sheaths or anticoagulated patients.

6. Release pressure slowly by rolling fingers off of PCD.
7. Place transparent dressing per protocol. Apply  

product description label over dressing.
8. Leave powder in place for 24 hours.
*The bottle contains extra powder in case of a rebleed.  If 
bleeding continues, reapply more powder as necessary with 
manual compression until bleeding stops.

Additional instructions and procedural tips are available at:  
www.statseal.com
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Ingredients: Hydrophilic polymer and potassium ferrate

WARNINGS:  FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY.  Not intended 
to replace stitches.  Do not apply to visibly infected wounds.  
May be harmful if inhaled or ingested. Avoid aspirating 
product into the nasal or oral cavity. Avoid contact with 
eyes; if contact should occur, thoroughly rinse eyes with 
water. Keep out of reach of children.

CAUTION:  Store in a clean, dry place. Use by expiration date 
listed. Discard if product is damaged, opened or if powder is 
clumped and does not flow freely. Discard contents after use; 
powder is guaranteed to work only if it has NOT been left 
exposed to air and humidity. After use, the remaining bottle 
contents and the applicator tip are no longer sterile.

The symbols glossary is provided electronically at:
www.biolife.com/symbols
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